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Abstract
By the rapid growth of data, distributed computing and grid computing has been attracted so much attention. Grid computing is a
distributed parallel processing system that resources have different architectures in it. Large number of computations that are done in
a certain time in the grid can’t be done by the best supercomputers. The load balancing algorithm is used to increase the efficiency of
the grid. The purpose of load balancing algorithms is to use all the resources which are available in the grid. The management of the
resources in grid as a process of diagnosis and resource allocation schedules and monitors the resources. Scheduling process directs
the tasks to the appropriate resources, to ensure maximum use of them. In this paper for task allocating a probability scheduling
algorithm is presented for the purpose of load balancing. In this algorithm Workclass, cost, deadline and herd are considered.
Probability load balancing algorithm based on the failure of resources, choses a source that had a better performance in the past,
and assigns the task to it. Resources are Rewarded or punished based on their performance. In the load balancing algorithms the
tasks migrate from heavy load resources to the light load ones if the tasks are imbalanced.
Keywords
Computing grid, load balancing, scheduling, Task, resource management
As a result, grid computing is a model of distributed computing
that uses different resources which are geographically distributed
[1].In grid computing users have transparent access to computers
and data regardless of their position for operating system and other
details. Computing grid is an important field that increases the
distributed computing [2]. Significant progress is made in [3].In
grid failure of a source is common [4] in fact, many resources are
available in grid and there is a high probability that some resources
fail. There is no boundary between the grids [5-6], the grid can
be classified in terms of scale and operational.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, supercomputers that performed all the computational
tasks are replaced by networks of small computers. The purpose
of producing a network is to share the equipment such as printers,
scanners, processors and information sources. One of the most
important resources for sharing, are processors. The purpose of the
processor sharing is to increase the throughput, faster computing
and solving complex problems. Due to the possibility of using
a shared processor and its importance, recently new discussions
appeared in the computer computing space which is called
“distributed computing”. The purpose of the grid is to easily use
the existing computing resources for complex calculations by the
sites that are geographically distributed. The main idea in the grid
is that the participant resources are used by software transparently
and reliably.

Fig. 2: Workflow in grid [7]
In Figure 2 grid resources have been recorded in one or more
grid information service. So the grid environment contains
security, information discovery, resource allocation, application
development, performance management, density of resources
and timing. Software tools and providers that provide a service to
connect between data sources to perform a distributed processing

Fig. 1: Grid structure [2]
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are known as the grid middleware [7].
Scheduling components can be divided into categories such
as centralized schedule, hierarchical and decentralized. In the
centralized organization, only one scheduling controller is existed.
In the hierarchical organization, the scheduling controller are
organized in a hierarchy. Decentralized organization, is other than
the two above cases [1]. The use of load balancing technology is to
respond to the user demand, as well as the use of a large number of
servers simultaneously. Load balancing avoid the long wait and use
of unbalanced resources [8]. Should be noted that some resources,
has a heavy load and others have light load or unemployed. As a
result, to improve throughput, this load should be divided equally
among the available resources. The main purpose of load balancing
is optimizing the average response time [9] which often means
balance and equality of workload ratio on a system resource.
II. Related Work
Grid resource management can be implemented as a multi
agent system along with the ability to discover the resources. A
technique already have been used to build a large-scale distributed
software system .it was developed by dynamic performance and
in its implementation an agent base resource management system
(ARMS) was used [10]-[12].The ARMS (Agent base resource
management system) is a hierarchical system with heterogeneous
factors [13]-[14] and can achieve grid load balancing, so we try
to meet the quality of service requirements.
Ant algorithm, instead of wandering randomly, additional load
storages are used so that smarter ants can move faster towards
regions that are believed to be more heavy load or light load.
When an ant wants to make decisions on where to move next, its
residence agent will contact all its neighboring agents for latest
workload information. An ant always chooses the most heavy
load neighboring agent as the next stop. Agents use learning
techniques like reinforcement learning [10] [16], learning fuzzy
expert systems [17] and other learning methods [18] to manage
grid resources.
The path algorithm is a load balancing algorithm and the
application workload is distributed on the available computing
resources equally. The path algorithm is designed to work on
heterogeneous environments with high scalability [45].
Diffusion Algorithms are [19]-[21] category of algorithms for
scheduling and load balancing in a dynamic environment. This
algorithm assumes that workload is a continuous quantity and the
machines are connected as a graph.
Genetic algorithm which is based on Biological evolution is
appropriate to search large solution spaces. [45] [20]-[25] these
algorithms have been used for dynamic and static scheduling.
Grid computing resources shall perform real-time load forecasting
where the results will be returned to each power system for
decentralized load balancing operations [26].
Economic methods for the allocation and management of resources
is considered [27]-[30] market-based models, satisfy some basic
requirements for a grid.
In game theory based methods competition for achieving
computational resources and the way of cooperating with other
applicants in order to achieve the best solution
Competition based on game theory methods obtain computing
resources and how to cooperate with other applicants in order
to achieve the best solutions, components, game theory, and it
solves the model [31]-[32].
The ability of reinforcement learning is used to allocate resources
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in computational grid and other heterogeneous computing systems
[16] [32]-[34].
In [34] a Stochastic Learning Automaton is presented. Each
automata has several probability vectors which each vector is used
to choose in global status. In [35] the behavior of the Scheduling
has been studied. In [36] a framework for assigning work in
heterogeneous computing system is provided.
opportunistic Load balancing [37]-[39] assigns each task to a light
load machine ignoring time expected to operate and its purpose
is to keep all the machines busy as much as possible.
The minimum execution time algorithm assigns each job to the
machine on which it has the least expected run-time, ignoring any
other loads on the machines. The goal is to assign the task to the
best machine, but it leads to imbalance.
The minimum completion time algorithm assigns each task to
the machine on which it has the least expected completion time.
The Switching algorithm uses the MCT and MET in a cyclic
fashion depending on the load distribution across the machines.
The purpose is to have a heuristic with the desirable properties
of both the MCT and the MET. The SA heuristic begins mapping
tasks using the MCT heuristic until the value of the load balance
index increases. After that, the SA heuristic begins using the MET
heuristic to perform task mapping. This causes the load balance
index to decrease. [40]-[41]
Min-Min algorithm set, chooses the work/machine pair which has
the minimum completion time and assigns the task to [42]. The
max-min algorithm set, chooses the work/machine pair which has
the maximum completion time and assigns the task to [42].
Duplex algorithm is [37]-[38] min-min and max-min algorithm
combination. Duplex algorithm with execution of both algorithms
chooses the best response as the final solution.
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are a promising heuristic approach to
finding near-optimal solutions in large search spaces [42]-[44], in
[44] a schedule based genetic algorithm has been studied.
III. The METHOD
In grid the more precise resource management leads to the better
scheduling and balance. As a result, here we are looking for a
flexible model for precise management of our system. Users
are looking for the cheapest resource to operate their tasks, in
addition to allocating tasks to inexpensive resources should be
considered whether the tasks are executable on the resource or not,
so Workclass (security & national policy) issues will rise.
In Grid, task scheduling is an important topic, efficient scheduling
is a scheduling that can perform tasks before the deadline, with
considering execution time, completion time and load balancing
in grid. In this paper, a scheduling algorithm in allocating tasks
is presented that can consider completion time, execution time,
workclass, herd, deadlines ,costs and load balance in grid.
To present the computational grid a general model based on the
tree is used in which tree grows by expanding the grid. The model
includes hierarchical characteristics, support heterogeneity and
scalability independent of the physical architecture.
Hierarchical structure includes different levels and grid can be
modeled to this structure in different forms, it means based on
grid level trees grow, for this purpose grids can be divided into
several different types and different models can be proposed. For
example, we can say that the entire grid is connected to a manager,
or scheduler. The grid is divided into several sites and each site
includes a number of nodes .grid, includes several regions, each
region contains several sites, and each site includes a number
© All Rights Reserved, IJARCST 2013
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of nodes. Grid consists of several clusters, each cluster contains
several regions and each region includes several domains and
each domain consists of several groups and each group contains
several sites and each site includes a number of nodes.
Heterogeneity means a grid includes multiple different resources.
Scalability is the growth of resources from light to heavy.as a
result the process of adding and deleting resources (entities such
as computing elements, etc.) is easy. It means process of adding
or deleting nodes or sub-trees in the tree is easy.
In section which is independent of physical architecture
transformation of grid into tree is uniform. Therefore, one and
only one tree matches a grid which is independent of grid complex
topology.
In this system, the nodes run tasks. When a new node is added
into the system introduces itself to the nearest scheduler and sends
information about itself including workload, speed, cost, class
and etc to scheduler.
The role of dispatchers in the system is management and
scheduling of tasks. Dispatcher should allocate tasks based on
load balancing algorithm policy such that load remain balanced.
Dispatcher decides to send which job to which node. first tasks
are assigned to manager of the grid, then manager assigns tasks
to site manager which best fulfils policies and finally site manager
executes tasks on its best resource.
Scheduler node is the place where tasks should be transferred
to the sources. Therefor tasks should stand in queue and assign
based on scheduler decision. Scheduler has a section called
“history information database” on which decides to assign tasks
to resources. This site includes properties about resources which
scheduler uses them to assign tasks to resources. These properties
include load information, resource economic cost, and resources
class, past status, communication cost and computing power.
Resources and tasks have specific structures. A grid’s resource
model includes m resource(R) which each Rj resource includes
computational capacity of CPj, workload LIj, the communication
status of CSj and resource class of RCj, the past status PSj and
resource economic costs RECj. As a result, the following relations
can be written for resources.
R= {Rj|j=1, 2… m}
CP= {CPj|j=1, 2… m}
LI= {LIj|j=1, 2… m}
CS= {CSjj=1, 2… m}
RC= {|j=1, 2… m}
PS= {PSj|j=1, 2… m}
REC= {RECj|j=1, 2… m}
In the created model, each resource has properties that the model
is as follows.
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IV. Simulation
To test the system, a number of random resources have been
created that these resources have random properties. These
properties include resource number, workclass, economic costs,
computing power, and resources failure rate. A number of tasks
are produced in the system randomly with random propertied.
Some of these properties include task number, time of arrival, the
number of instructions, deadlines, economic costs, workclass, cost
factor, time factor. Tasks are being assigned to resources based
on algorithm policy. All algorithms are evaluated by identical
simulator, operating system and hardware.
To evaluate the proposed algorithms several effectiveness index
including average Response Time (ART), execution time (ET),
scheduling cost saving percent, percent of normal resources in
system, task failure percent have been considered.
Simulated and studied algorithms are as follows 1.scheduling
algorithms with purpose of load balancing which include random
algorithms, random load balancing algorithms, minimum load
algorithms, probability load balancing algorithm, minimum
execution time algorithm, minimum execute load balancing
algorithm, minimum execute probability load balancing algorithm,
minimum completion time algorithm, minimum complete load
balancing algorithm, minimum complete probability load
balancing algorithm, minimum cost algorithm, minimum cost load
balancing algorithm, minimum cost probability load balancing
algorithm, minimum complete and cost algorithm, minimum
complete and cost load balancing algorithm, minimum complete
and cost load balancing probability algorithm.2.load balancing
algorithms that include non-load balancing algorithm and load
balancing algorithm.
In figure (3) average response time has been illustrated. The less
average response time the better algorithm operation. In figure
(4) total execution time, in figure (5) cost saving percent, in figure
(6) task failure percent and in figure (7) normal resources percent
in system has been shown.
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Fig. 4: The total execution time of algorithms

Fig. 5: Task saving percent of algorithms

Fig. 3: Average response time of algorithms

Fig. 6: Task failure percent of algorithms
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prevents herd. load index and the status of the new resources have
been proposed based on symmetric neighborhood for resources
load, also issues such as Workclass, deadlines and costs have been
considered.in scheduling algorithms with the purpose of load
balancing modern probability algorithms have been presented.
in probability method past of resources are being used and task
is assigned to the resource operated more successful. It means to
execute the tasks in future we experience lower rate of failures.
First of all, algorithms are divided into five categories1. Load
balancing algorithms 2. The minimum execution time algorithms 3.
Minimum completion time algorithms 4.minimum cost algorithms
5. Minimum cost and completion time algorithms.
To evaluate the algorithms, different indexes were studied, that the
most notable ones are the normal resource percent in the system,
the response time and the percentage of failed tasks and the results
show that probability algorithms in distributing tasks work in a way
that the resources stay in the normal resource region. In addition
to load balancing in the system, probability algorithms decrease
the average response time and the task failure percent. The second
work that was done was load balancing algorithm. This algorithm
migrate the tasks when the system is experiencing imbalances.
This algorithm is compared with the system which works normally.
The evaluation results show that the load balancing algorithm
reduces the average response time in the system.

Fig. 7: Normal resources percent in the system.
Two algorithms are discussed in 1. Scheduling algorithm with
purpose of load balancing 2. Load Balancing Algorithm. Load
balancing algorithm can be divided into five categories: 1.minimum
load algorithms 2.minimum execution time algorithms 3.
Minimum completion time algorithms 4.minimum cost algorithms
5.minimum cost and completion time algorithms.
In the evaluation of first category, the PLB algorithm improved
all indexes and the load balance in the system. In the evaluation
of the second group, MEPLB algorithm improves response time
and failure percent but operates as MET algorithm in execution
time. In the evaluation of third group algorithms, algorithms
MCPLB improves response time and failure percent, but operates
as MCT in execution time index. In the evaluation of forth group
algorithms, MCOSTPLB improves response time and failure
percent but operates as MCOST in cost index. In the evaluation
of fifth group algorithms, MCCOSTPLB improves response time
and failure percent, but operates as MCCOST in cost index.
Simulation results show that probability algorithms operate well
and this algorithms decrease response time and task failure percent
and establish load balance in system. finally all algorithms were
compared which the best algorithm considering response time
is MCPLB, considering execution time is MET, considering
cost is MCOST, considering task failure percent is MCPLB and
considering normal resources in system is probability algorithms.
in second type of proposed algorithms it is assumed that task
distribution in system is done ignoring load control and leads to
load imbalance in system.to establish load balance task migration
from heavy load resources to light load ones is used. Average
response time index is used for this algorithm which decreases
response time very well.
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